




Find the correct waste 
disposal information

Learn to sort waste based on 
local rules and policies 

Distinguish between different 
packaging materials

Follow various collection 
dates/calendars





Calendars for door-to-door 
collection

Geo-location system

1.6 million products by 
their unique barcode

Maps with points of interest

New function: image recognition



You get the up-to-date 
information according
to the city you live in 
(geolocation)

It tells you the various
composing materials of 
the product and in which
bin they go



It tells you where (collection
points) and when (calendar
for door-to-door collection) 
to sort waste

It reminds you of 
collection dates and hours 
with push notifications



In Junker, you have both collection points and points of interest for circular economy 
(e.g. reuse or sharing centers, repair shops, water fountains, bike sharing, etc)

All collection points 
available on our maps

can be reached through
the Google GPS 

navigator



From the product’s
sheet, you can open 

the calendar for 
door-to-door 

collection

You can activate
notifications and 

alarms



They easily find correct and up-to-
date waste disposal information

They learn to sort waste based 
on local rules and policies 

They learn to distinguish between 
different packaging materials

No more doubts and mistakes, 
no risk of getting fined

Communication with citizens about 
waste and sustainability is in real 
time

Recycling rates and the quality of 
separate collection of waste improve

Higher economic return from selling 
collected waste streams



INFOTAINEMENT – Play to learn!

Quizzes and rewarding contests with 
green prizes to be won

Users’ growth: from learning to sorting

waste correctly to reporting products, 
going through educational contents on 

social media and quizzes about
sustainability and circular economy



One of the pillars of the 
Circular Economy: 

REUSE

The Reuse Board in Junker 
app allows users of a 
Municipality to freely

exchange items they do not
use anymore, in order to 

save them from landfill or 
incineration!

(very popular for university
students, for children items 

and/or sport items)



Fully translated in 10 
languages, to the benefit 

of TOURISTS and 
FOREIGN COMMUNITIES:

English, French, German, 
Spanish, Italian, Chinese, 

Russian, Ukrainian, 
Bulgarian, Romanian



Fully accessible for 
VISUAL IMPAIRED

or BLIND people
to empower them like any 

other citizen
to be an engine of the 

Circular Economy!



Years on the 
market

Average percentage of 
family units using

Junker in our client 
municipalities

Municipalities in 
Junker network

Million 
products in 

our database Million searches
on the app to date

Population served
(million people)





The Waste Framework Directive, revised
by the EU Commission within the 

framework of the Circular Economy 
Package, sets new targets for recycling

EU target for recycling of municipal waste
• 55% by 2025
• 60% by 2030 
• 65% by 2035

EU target for recycling of packaging waste
• 65% by 2025
• 70% by 2030



Using Junker means: getting in line not only with 
EU directives, but also with the UN Agenda 2030



By using Junker, you can sort 
waste better, produce less 

residual waste, and therefore 
reduce your emissions of CO2

equivalent (due to residual 
waste treatment)







Download the app from the 
Store and start scanning 
products!


